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Random Acts of Senseless Violence 2013-10-10 it s just a little later than now
and lola hart is writing her life in a diary she s a nice middle class girl on the
verge of her teens who schools at the calm end of town a normal happy girl
but in a disintegrating new york she is a dying breed war is breaking out on
long island the army boys are flamethrowing the streets five presidents have
been assassinated in a year no one notices any more soon lola and her family
must move over to the lower east side loisaida to the pit and the new
language of violence of the streets the metamorphosis of the nice lola hart
into the new model lola has begun
Random Acts of Heroic Love 1998-01 the random acts of blindness to which i
refer attests to a long list of observable phenomena which i have trouble
seeing i don t mean to suggest that my eyes are incapable of vision i see
things i sometimes fail to see in the scheme of things these are not with any
degree of consequence wether i see these things or not matters little my
blindness has no effect beyond my puzzled mind no one s life hangs in the
balance the earth will not disintegrate because of my failure to perceive the
logic of something that seems to defy common sense nevertheless there
remains a host of things i just don t see
Random Acts of Blindness 2021-07-17 giving up is hard but giving in is even
harder when did my life become a demented episode from the mindy
project moving to boston to begin grad school meant i was supposed to start a
new life not dig through a past i thought i d left behind four years ago but
when i saw the poster for random acts of crazy all i could think about was the
drummer sam hinton the boy i d loved in high school and who disappeared
with my heart who knew i d become the living version of magic mike
seeing amy smithson at my gig and watching her win a kiss from my
bandmate liam was a gut punch four years ago we squared off in a high
school debate that had higher stakes than we ever imagined and here i was
wanting what i d walked away from are there too many secrets between us
to allow her to trust me again and can i trust myself the second book in the
random series after the wildly successful new york times and usa today
bestseller random acts of crazy random acts of trust is a new adult romantic
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comedy that explores the love between one man one woman and ends with
one happily ever after and no cliffhangers or chickens fate took their lives by
storm four years ago and put an unbreachable gulf between sam and amy this
87 000 word 346 page book asks can time really heal all wounds or are some
scars too deep
RANDOM ACTS OF UNKINDNESS. 2022 a novel of women s friendship
resilience and legacy from the author of the proper care and maintenance of
friendship and friendship makes the heart grow fonder claire petrenko
always knew it was coming breast cancer has already claimed both her
mother and her younger sister now as she cobbles the pieces of her life back
together the devastating family legacy returns and claire receives the same
diagnosis so when her old friend jenna hogan suddenly shows up at her door
like a fairy godmother offering to grant a wish claire seizes the chance to
revisit her past and salvage her future what begins as an impulsive trip soon
becomes an odyssey as the women cross the country gathering friends as
they make their way to their childhood home of pine lake there they
discover that jenna s random act of kindness has rippled out into the world
like a stone dropped into a pond surging back to transform all their lives in
ways they never expected
Random Acts of Trust 2016-08-17 from the point of view of a bartender who
thinks he s seen everything random acts of karma is narrated with a dry wit
and self deprecating attitude on a quiet sunday night at the grinning
leprechaun while emmet contemplates his place in the zoo that is humanity
samael enters the hole in the wall bar and gets emmet s undivided attention
the disoriented bartender s life will never be boring again not that emmet
doesn t appreciate boring with the help of his best friend coogan a stoner who
s a genius with computers and theology geoff his former boss who s been
dead for a year and zoe his immortal guardian angel emmet must first figure
out what samael s nefarious scheme is then attempt to thwart him along the
way emmet rediscovers a love older than time figures out who and what he
really is and his place in the universe while he struggles to save the world
with the help of his friends both mortal and immortal too bad emmet s an
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effing idiot who doesn t know shit about anything good luck indeed
mankind
Random Acts of Kindness 2014-03-25 when life hands you lemons hand them
back
Random Acts 1998 it s often said there s not enough kindness in the world
the men in this collection want to change that by reaching out a helping
hand to a stranger or friend in need they prove that an act of compassion no
matter how big or how small can make a difference from sharing a table in a
crowded cafe to giving of their time and food or letting someone in on a
difficult turn these men prove that kind heartedness goes a long way their
good deeds open the doors to many possibilities lasting friendship meaningful
connections the chance for love and much more join them on their journeys
to make someone s life a little bit brighter and maybe find romance in the
process it all starts with a random act of kindness the favor of the kings by
rebecca long a table for two by emma wilson the cambion s servant by fil
preis the jackson by rob rosen never waste a good left turn by tray ellis one
cold night in prague by hannah kollef pleased as punch by liz makar spin
cycle by nina francis the blue umbrella by lane swift two for joy by indra
vaughn the healer and the thief by jessica chase of clockwork marvels by
althea claire duffy the blue arrow by reni kieffer humming a different tune
by amy rae durreson
Random Acts of Catness 2014-04-01 random acts of hope is the fourth book in
the romantic comedy random series and features guitar player liam mccarthy
from the band random acts of crazy five years ago liam and his girlfriend
charlotte greyson were deeply in love when a betrayal eviscerates them
both each clings to their separate truths as an anchor to navigate the perfect
storm but when the biggest ego in the band reconnects with the only
woman who stole his heart sparks fly in this sequel that asks whether you
can believe in the impossible without sacrificing every ideal you hold in
order to find a love bigger than you ever imagined
Random Acts of Karma 2018-03-14 in his bestselling book join me danny
wallace instructs his legions of followers to perform a random act of kindness
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every friday as a result his thousands of followers dubbed the karma army
without warning made people happier the length and breadth of the country
now in random acts of kindness danny and the gang bring you a hilarious
inspirational book to encourage you to perform random acts of your own now
at last the secret to a happier world you have the power to make it a nicer
place all over the planet thousands of people just like you are performing
random acts of kindness for complete strangers buy an old lady a hat give a
policeman a helium balloon pat a dog hand a stranger your umbrella applaud
a lady who s clearly made an effort this book contains 365 real random acts of
kindness real people have done for real strangers so read it learn it and start
making your world the nicer place today
Random Acts Of Fashion 2014-12-01 with over 200 000 copies sold in the uk a
richard judy pick rights sold in 19 countries called riveting and mesmerizing
this is a cinematic debut from a gifted new writer based on real family
events danny scheinmann s novel paints a dramatic portrait of two epic love
stories 1992 traveling through south america with his girlfriend leo wakes up
in a hospital to find his girlfriend is dead he blames himself for the tragedy
and is sucked into a spiral of despair but a surprising secret leads leo to
discover something that will change his life forever 1917 moritz is a pow
fugitve with seven thousand kilometers of the russian steppes separating him
from his first love whose memory has kept him alive through carnage and
captivity the war may be over but he now faces a perilous journey and the
insecurity of whether his love is still waiting
Random Acts of Kindness 2015-02-16 in random acts of management
cartoonist scott adams offers sardonic glimpses once again into the lunatic
office life of dilbert dogbert wally and others as they work in an all too
believably ludicrous setting filled with incompetent management
incomprehensible project acronyms and minuscule raises everyone it seems
identifies with dilbert who struggles to navigate the constant tribulations of
absurd company policies and idiot management strategies syndicated since
1989 dilbert appears in more than 1 900 newspapers in fifty seven countries
dilbert also appears in his own weekly television show and on calendars
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greeting cards and dilberitos
Random Acts of Hope 2014-07-28 the original collection of inspirational true
stories about acts of kindness and generosity of spirit with suggestions for
living more compassionately the unprecedented success of random acts of
kindness has not only inspired many individuals but also led congress to
declare a national random acts of kindness week in february 1995 the
inspiration for the kindness movement random acts of kindness is an antidote
for a weary world the true stories thoughtful quotations and suggestions for
generosity in this book will inspire you to live more compassionately and
experience the joys of sharing and kindness what if everyone started
performing good deeds every day this inspiring collection presents many
true stories of people who ve committed received and observed voluntary
acts of kindness and seen for themselves how small acts of goodness can make
a big difference in people s lives a usa today best bet for educators
Random Acts Of Kindness 2012-02-29 a standalone to help you start the new
york times bestselling random series i guzzled another flute of champagne
and froze the liquid in my throat waiting to be swallowed tyler was here we
d met a few times before in passing he was the substitute bass player for the
band i was the lead guitar player s girlfriend s best friend in that weird sort
of social circle thing where venn diagrams get laid over different groups
tyler and i were bound to be in the crossover once in a while he looked so
hot short brown hair a few days of beard bright green eyes that were more
guarded than a russian mobster s he was sleeved the colorful tattoos a tapestry
but every time i met him i couldn t quite see them we only saw each other
in dark concert halls or tonight under the stars he gave sam a rare smile and
a hearty handshake forearm muscles bulging i wondered what it would be
like to have those hands on me my fingers tracing those tats listening to him
tell me the story of his body while he forgave mine forgave it for failing me
i shook my head fast to banish the thoughts that drew me into places so dark
they became black holes of the soul the gravity of trauma had a way of
sucking all the good into it and tonight i wasn t going to let that happen the
opposite in fact tonight i was going to sleep with tyler he didn t know it yet
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but that was okay he would soon random acts of la is the 7th book in the new
york times bestselling random series the ongoing story of the up and coming
rock band random acts of crazy when the band s bass player joe ross gets
injured in an unfortunate sex act that gains nationwide coverage it s tatted up
tyler aka frown to the rescue for their first big concert there s only one
problem the morning of his flight to l a he wakes up to find someone s stolen
all his money his bass his id and his pride when he shows up at maggie s
doorstep to ask her to drive him from their hometown of st louis all the way
to l a these two damaged people learn quickly that being independent doesn
t always mean being free warning this book deals with the very difficult
topic of sexual assault and rape and i ve taken great care to address this with
the sensitivity and respect it deserves none of the scenes in the book contain
sexual violence though the characters do tell their stories of past sexual
violence none of those descriptions is graphic or gratuitous this book is about
hope and healing but the characters do have past trauma that they discuss
topics contemporary romance romantic comedy new adult romance rockstar
romance rock star romance coming of age romance erotic romance seductive
story hot romance women s fiction women s romance roadtrip romance road
trip romance los angeles romance bbw romance tattoo tattooed guy college
romance contemporary woman julia kent julia kent romance
More Random Acts of Kindness 1994-01-01 you ever really think that you ll
win the lottery meet mr right how about two mr rights somehow the
universe is handing me everything i want except for that lottery part and i
don t like it not one little bit because just when you get all your dreams
handed to you on a silver platter that s when an airplane dumps its sewage
on your house or your mama s diabetes takes a bad turn or your mobile
phone gets stuck in your hoohaw what it happens boring old average me got
everything i wanted already moving from small town ohio to big city boston
to follow my heart so when the fancy invitation offering me a pile of money
to come with the band random acts of crazy to perform on an island resort
and be their manager arrived i thought it was a cosmic joke enough money
to help my mama get what she needed five days in sunny paradise and a
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shot at greatness for the band unreal one big shoe was waiting to drop on my
head just like no one really ever finds a naked man wearing only a guitar
standing by the side of the road hitchhiking and ends up falling in love with
him and his friend and moving halfway across the country for true love no
one gets an invitation to come to what turns out to be a resort where people
make what me and joe and trevor do together look like a chaste peck on the
cheek but well i guess these things do happen to me
Random Acts of Heroic Love 2009-01-20 want to feel hopeful about the
future share in inspirational stories of generosity written by children of all
ages that reveal their surprisingly insightful feelings about kindness and
compassion look back at why the random acts of kindness series was such a
sensation when the adult version of random acts of kindness was first
published hundreds of teachers across the country gave assignments to their
students to write about unsolicited acts that they had experienced or initiated
teachers sent the results to conari press which then put out a call for similar
stories in a teacher s magazine stories poured in and the result was kid s
random acts of kindness whimsical and funny to moving and thoughtful kid s
random acts of kindness helps restore your belief in the potential for goodness
in man in kid s random acts of kindness you will see how children are the
truest examples of open hearted giving kids are hopeful they believe they
can change easily and often they look forward not back they like to think
about what could be not what was kids are possibility addicts they re always
working on something if you listen you ll hear a language of hopefulness and
striving an elasticity that keeps them going and trying kids love to master
challenges they want to try new things move in new directions be
productive they are risk takers sometimes out of faith sometimes out of
desperation more than anything else children want and need to belong to
partner to collaborate readers of other books in the random acts of kindness
series and motivational books and stories like chicken soup for the soul
random acts of kindness a pebble for your thoughts i ve been thinking and
you can do all things will love the encouraging inspirational stories in
random acts of kindness
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Random Acts of Management 2000-03 random acts of poetry and original
artwork make this book a great addition to any coffee table it s fun it s
colourful it speaks to the heart it is the perfect eclectic gift
Random Acts of Kindness 2022-03-15 the original bestseller that inspired a
movement plus new stories and wisdom from people whose lives it has
changed more than twenty five years ago conari press published random acts
of kindness and launched a simple movement of people being kind to one
another in their daily lives now the editors of conari press have compiled
random acts of kindness then and now which includes the original book
along with new material sourced from facebook twitter and various other
social networks it combines the best of twenty first century crowd sourced
wisdom with the best of twentieth century social activism the inspiration for
the kindness movement random acts of kindness is an antidote for a weary
world its true stories thoughtful quotations and suggestions for generosity
inspire readers to live more compassionately in this beautiful new edition the
original random acts of kindness was named a best bet for educators in 2000
by usa today this expanded edition can help a whole new generation of
readers restore their faith in humanity
Random Acts of LA (Random #7) (Rock Star Romance) (Romantic Comedy)
2015-07-18 a debut story collection of beautifully rendered transgressions
Random Acts of Fantasy 2016-08-17 from clever murders to fantasy worlds of
wizards and leprechauns to earth orbit and the moon this collection of short
stories will entertain intrigue and fascinate
Kids' Random Acts of Kindness 1995-01-01 you know those television stories
about the woman who goes to the emergency room thinking she has a bad
case of indigestion or kidney stones or a burst appendix and she comes home
with a bouncing baby boy stupid woman right who the heck doesn t know
she s pregnant for nine and a half months i used to think those mamas were
one block short of a level trailer used to random acts of baby is the 11th book
in julia kent s new york times bestselling series as darla trevor and joe go on
a long crazy journey involving a baby living two lives and learning who
you can count on most when you need a helping hand
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Random Acts of Poetry 2008-07-11 new year s eve times square i booked the
room over a year ago with the view of the ball dropping i ll propose to
charlotte and drop to my knee at the stroke of midnight at least that s the
plan but nothing in my life ever goes as planned between a last minute gig
that takes me away from her a blast from the past boyfriend of charlotte s and
the resurrection of esme the blow up doll i have to fight for my right to
make her my wife charlotte not esme because that s just gross man what s
wrong with you liam is finally ready to pop the question to charlotte after
years together but a last minute gig and a heaping dose of fate in the form of
darla makes the road to marriage a little bumpier than expected welcome to
the random series where people propose to chickens snakes fall in love with
blow up dolls cell phones become medical devices and love conquers all in
tune and with three part harmony
Random Acts of Kindness Then & Now 2013-02-01 joe doesn t even want
me to meet his parents trevor s fine with it but only if they keep thinking i
m his girlfriend he doesn t want that pesky little thing called truth to get in
the way but both of them are my boyfriends so then my mama goes and gets
engaged and i have to head back home to meet my new stepdaddy and
attend her wedding and she wants me to bring my boyfriend but which one
Random Acts of Kindness 2023-01-03 an award winning kaleidoscope of a
book that shocks and stirs the urban heart capturing city life on the edge of
the twenty first century what kind of person is a city person this is a
question of increasing importance colette brooks suggests as the city begins to
spread inexorably into the furthest reaches of the modern mind one
possibility a city person is someone who doesn t feel the need to finish a
jigsaw puzzle who relishes jagged edges and orphaned curves stray bits of
data stories parsed from sentences half overheard on the streets someone who
is willing sometimes eager to immerse herself in mystery winner of the pen
jerard fund award in the city is an idiosyncratic lyrical edgy exploration of
the urban experience this daring unpredictable work breathes new life into
the nonfiction form chronicling the often haphazard lives of city dwellers
and cities themselves in the city is a window into the urban psyche an
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unnamed narrator roams the streets of an unnamed city practicing random
acts of awareness as she gathers disjointed pieces of the puzzle she is
sometimes in a city that seems to be new york and sometimes in cities
halfway around the world in her wanderings she collects bits of stories some
taken from the headlines some from the streets some from the distant past
she studies criminals innocent bystanders commuters a renowned painter
who fled to the country a bomber who sends unsuspecting city dwellers
lethal packages marked personal a blind deaf woman who loves to ride the
subway a young cabdriver who keeps an open dictionary at his side as he
drives struggling to learn a strange language a perplexed explorer who finds
himself against all expectation stranded at the very edge of the earth all of
these people she discovers are city people whether they know it yet or not
some will flourish others will be lost victims of chance and mischance the
woman who drinks by herself in a brownstone apartment the ancient city
dwellers who couldn t outrun fire or flood the children whose faces end up
on posters on a wall those who survive learn sooner or later that everyone
keeps company with ghosts who walk alongside in the city shows us that the
city is a place where past and present are commingled where questions
rarely have answers where danger difficulty and exhilaration are
interwoven in ways we can hardly begin to explain welcome to the city the
place where all contrary indications hold true
More Random Acts of Kindness 1994-10-01 ty perry s second grade life is
crazier than ever he s trying hard not to worry too much but that s not easy
when his brain is filled with so many thoughts like finally finding a pet for
baby maggie his sometimes crazy classmates and the dreaded neck pinch of
death and then there s his upcoming recitation about doing an act of kindness
in front of the whole class ty remains his wacky curious self in this
bighearted second installment of the life of ty series practicing kindness
random or not doesn t take that much worrying after all being kind is part of
being ty
Random Acts of Hatred 2003 i was ready to propose and i got upstaged by a
snake not a real one my bandmate a case of mistaken identity almost derailed
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my proposal to amy but in the end love prevailed and my hand hurts from
the punch but it was worth it she s worth it but i really need an ice pack
now though a kiss from amy and that yes are even better random acts of yes
is a short story in the random acts world with drummer sam hinton
proposing to his longtime girlfriend amy enjoy this short sweet and a little
steamy peek at the gang as the random series continues topics contemporary
romance romantic comedy new adult romance rockstar romance rock star
romance coming of age romance erotic romance seductive story hot romance
women s fiction women s romance bbw romance college romance
contemporary woman julia kent julia kent romance this story originally
appeared in the lol vol 2 boxed set the book was originally published as
randomly ever after sam and amy
Random Acts of Fiction 2019-03-18 kindness is a revolution whose time has
come and while most people sincerely want to be more caring practice
random acts of kindness brings it all home with simple suggestions of how to
be kinder and why from the wake of hurricane katrina to the tragedy of the
tsunami to troops in iraq performing acts of daily compassion we see many
glimpses of what a more benevolent world might look like in practice
random acts of kindness the editors who flamed the spark of kindness tell us
exactly how we can create this future and effect real change through
kindness the random acts of kindness foundation is a nonprofit organization
supporting tens of thousands of people committed to spreading kindness
throughout the world formed in 1995 it currently organizes national random
acts of kindness week and a year round kindness in the schools project it has
been recognized by president clinton and media outlets such as oprah the
leeza gibbons show and abc news
Random Acts of Baby 2020-08-14 an unsentimental optimistic book about the
art of living in apocalyptic times
Random Acts of New Year 2019 heartwarming and compassionate stories of
animal love this book is a loving tribute to all creatures great and small tippi
hedren filled with fascinating and heartwarming stories this book details the
power of animal love good deeds can be done by more than just humans true
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tales of kindness random acts of kindness by animals is packed with
captivating stories big and small from simple acts of kindness to grand
gestures of compassion performed by various animals author and known
speaker on animal related issues stephanie laland has gathered a multitude of
stories sure to fill your heart with happiness and hope from dogs to dolphins
learn true stories of animal love devotion and bravery proof that human
kindness is shared with animals anyone who s had a pet knows there is
something special about them we see it in their eyes when they look at us
affectionately or play with others or help someone in need animal behavior is
interesting because in many ways how they act and the things they do are
similar to the way we care for each other animals are affectionate and smart
creatures and this book illustrates why kindness matters for us all inside you
ll find inspiring animal stories of true animal love that will surprise you
examples of kindness and good deeds performed by our beloved animals
animal stories for adults and animal stories for children to teach instinctive
behavioral connections between humans and animals if you liked pawverbs
for a dog lover s heart you ve goat this or dogwinks you ll love random acts
of kindness by animals
Random Acts of Love 2015-04-29 the last ever loving thing i ever thought i
d become is a hypocrite a big fat one joe doesn t even want me to meet his
parents trevor s fine with it but only if they keep thinking i m his girlfriend
and only his girlfriend he doesn t want that pesky little thing called truth to
get in the way both of them are my boyfriends both so then my mama goes
and gets engaged the woman rediscovered her hoohaw and i have to head
back home to meet my new stepdaddy and attend her wedding and she
wants me to bring my boyfriend with me um which one this is where the
hypocrisy thing comes in because i ve never told her what s really going on
with me and my boyfriends funny how making that word plural ends with
a hiss the easiest thing to do is to tell the truth right that s what i ve been
telling trevor and joe for more than a year and a half and now that the tables
are turned on me what do i do break up with them and run back home i
never dreamed they d follow me from boston back to my trailer park in ohio
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and claim me for their own random acts of love is the sixth book in the series
that started with random acts of crazy the new york times bestselling book
that introduced readers to darla trevor and joe when darla has to face her
own demons and hypocrisy by going back home she learns that love means
admitting who you really are to everyone including yourself
Random Acts of Vandalism 2011 this is collection of stories of different high
school college and international students combined with political figures and
their examples of random act of kindness
In the City: Random Acts of Awareness 2003-06-17 weirdwhen reality
mutates becomes something only nominally recognizable when normalcy
takes a flying leap and the voice of reason begins to babble weirdnesswhen
reality bends and the right angles that make up our existence no longer
equal ninety degrees random acts of weirdnessthese things happen there
Non-Random Acts of Kindness 2014-04-03 full of inspiring meditations
affirmations and true stories this book acts as a guide to creating real change
in our world through acts of kindness all over the nation and beyond people
are realizing the power of kindness with one act you can change someone s
day and make the world a better place it doesn t take much to offer kind
words or deeds to someone but it can change the whole course of their day
when we participate in random acts of kindness we join the movement of
building a better future this book by the editors of the random acts of
kindness series with a foreword by rabbi harold kushner presents readers
with a motivational guide to living out kindness each day of our lives from
the wake of hurricane katrina to the tragedy of the tsunami to troops in iraq
performing acts of daily compassion this book highlights the ways in which
people are working towards creating a more benevolent world it
demonstrates the weight that a single act of compassion can have and how
powerful our actions can be when we all join together in addition to
inspiring true stories this course in compassion includes meditations
affirmations and suggestions for how you can go out and make a difference
filled with practical wisdom and motivational quotes this book is your go to
guide for turning the kindness spark into a flame one of the best things about
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this spiritual practice is that it is portable and can be done anywhere and
anytime kindness brings joy and happiness into the lives of others and opens
our hearts spirituality practice
Random Acts of Yes (Random #5) (Romantic Comedy)(Rock Star Romance)
2015-01-20
Practice Random Acts of Kindness 2007-02-01
Random Acts of Culture 2010-12-08
Random Acts of Kindness by Animals 2022-07-12
Random Acts of Love 2016-09-12
Random Acts of Kindness Are Changing the World 2014-04-15
Random Acts of Weirdness 2002-08-01
Practice Random Acts of Kindness 2007-02-01
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